Background: The impact of multiple tracheal intubation (TI) attempts on outcomes in critically ill children with acute respiratory failure is not known. The objective of our study is to determine the association between number of TI attempts and severe desaturation (S p O 2 < 70 %) and adverse TI associated events (TIAEs).
Background
The need for tracheal intubation (TI) and mechanical ventilation (MV) is one of the most common indications for admission to pediatric intensive care units (PICUs), with a significant proportion of children with acute respiratory failure in PICUs requiring TI and invasive mechanical ventilation [1] [2] [3] . Critically ill children in the PICU have decreased physiologic reserve due to hemodynamic and respiratory decompensation, and the urgent situations necessitating TI put children at increased risk for adverse events during intubations [4] . In addition to the increased risk related to critical illness, data from the adult literature demonstrate that multiple attempts to achieve TI are associated with increased risk for TI associated clinical deterioration in both intensive care units (ICUs) and emergency departments [5] [6] [7] .
In children, there are very few reports addressing the association between multiple TI attempts and adverse clinical outcomes, with previous investigations being mainly performed in clinical settings outside the PICUs (e.g., emergency departments, neonatal ICUs) [8] [9] [10] [11] . Prior studies that specifically examine the association between number of TI attempts and clinical outcomes in critically ill children in PICUs are limited to single center investigations. Those studies did not specifically examine the association of multiple TI attempts with outcomes in patients with acute respiratory failure [4, 12] . We focused on acute respiratory failure because this diagnostic category constitutes a significant proportion of children admitted to the PICU, and these patients likely have a higher risk profile than many other populations of patients who require TI and MV. Furthermore, an overwhelming majority of children with acute respiratory failure require TI and MV [2] .
Our objective of this study was to evaluate the association of multiple TI attempts with immediate safety outcomes, accounting for patient characteristics previously associated with adverse events, using a multicenter TI quality improvement database: the National Emergency Airway Registry for Children (NEAR4KIDS). We hypothesized that an increased number of TI attempts would be associated with increased occurrence of desaturation [pulse oximetry (SpO 2 < 80 %)], severe desaturation (SpO 2 < 70 %), and with adverse TI associated events (TIAEs) in children who are intubated for acute respiratory failure in the PICU.
Methods
The National Emergency Airway Registry for Children (NEAR4KIDS) is a prospective multicenter TI collaborative that, at the time of this study, included 19 PICUs worldwide (15 in the United States, 1 in Canada, 1 in Japan, 1 in Singapore, and 1 in New Zealand). The Institutional Review Board at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia approved the multicenter study protocol.
In addition, all participating sites and the data coordinating center received an approval from respective institutional review board (IRB). All IRBs granted a waiver of consent. Participating sites are listed in Additional file 1. Each center developed a data compliance plan to ensure that more than 95 % TIs were captured in a timely fashion, reconciled, and entered in the database [12] . The Compliance Officer for NEAR4KIDS reviewed and approved the plan. The database includes information on the procedural process of care and safety outcomes of TIs performed within the PICU. Pertinent clinical data such as age, patient category, and indications for intubation were prospectively collected at the time of TI, with secondary verification by research personnel and review of medical records. The data collection form also specifically included an assessment for potential difficult airway. In addition, data with regard to practice and provider factors were collected. These included intubation methods used (e.g., oral, nasal), choice of medications, training level (e.g., resident, fellow, attending) and discipline (anesthesia, critical care) of the provider. For this investigation, we analyzed data from July 2010 to March 2013.
Study cohort
We included all initial TIs that took place in PICUs that were performed for the indication of acute respiratory failure and involved the use of direct laryngoscopy. We excluded tracheal tube replacements. TIs that involved other methods (e.g., indirect laryngoscopy, laryngeal mask and bronchoscopy) to visualize the airway were also excluded.
Definitions
Three airway management events, 'Encounter' , 'Course' and ' Attempt' , were explicitly defined a priori, as described previously [4, [13] [14] [15] . Briefly, 'Encounter' was defined as one episode of completed advanced airway management intervention, including tracheal intubation. 'Course' was defined as one method or approach to secure an airway (e.g., oral vs. nasal, awake vs. sedated, standard vs. rapid sequence) and one set of medications including premedication and induction. An ' Attempt' was defined as a single advanced airway maneuver (e.g., beginning with the insertion of the device such as laryngoscope into patient's mouth or nose, and ending when the device was removed). In the current study, the first course of each TI encounter was included for analysis. If the patient had more than one course before successful intubation (e.g., switch from direct laryngoscopy approach to laryngeal mask airway), then only the first course was included. We categorized the number of TI attempts into three groups: 'one attempt' , 'two attempts' , and '3 or more attempts'.
Our primary outcome was desaturation during TI. Desaturation was defined as the lowest SpO 2 < 80 % during TI procedure in patients with SpO 2 > 80 % after preoxygenation. We considered severe desaturation to be lowest SpO 2 < 70 % in patients with SpO 2 > 70 % after pre-oxygenation. Our secondary outcomes were adverse TI associated events (TIAEs). In the NEAR4KIDS, adverse TIAEs were prospectively categorized into two groups: severe and non-severe TIAEs [13] . Severe TIAEs included cardiac arrest with or without return of spontaneous circulation, esophageal intubation with delayed recognition, emesis with witnessed aspiration, hypotension requiring treatment, laryngospasm, malignant hyperthermia, dental trauma, and air leak (pneumothorax and/or pneumomediastinum). The following were considered as non-severe TIAEs: mainstem bronchial intubation, emesis without aspiration, hypertension requiring treatment, epistaxis, lip trauma, medical errors (not otherwise leading to severe TIAE), dysrhythmias, and pain and/or agitation requiring additional medication and causing delay in intubation.
Statistical analysis
We summarized categorical variables as percentages and non-normally distributed continuous variables as medians and interquartile ranges. For univariate analysis, the chisquare test for categorical or dichotomous variables and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for non-parametric variables were applied as appropriate. The number of TI attempts was categorized as 'one attempt' , 'two attempts' , and 'three or more attempts'. Multivariate logistic regression was performed to evaluate the impact of the number of attempts on TI safety outcomes (desaturation, severe desaturation, occurrence of any TIAEs and severe TIAEs) while also adjusting for age, history of difficult airway, and upper airway obstruction. Age, history of difficult airway, and upper airway obstruction were identified as potential confounders because they were associated with the occurrence of TIAEs in previous studies [12, 14, 16] . We categorized patient age as infant (<1 year old), 1-7 years, and 8 years or older. We assessed the fit of the models using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test for adequate fit. We analyzed the data using STATA 11.2 (StataCorp, College Station, TX), with a two-sided p-value < 0.05 as the criterion for statistical significance. For sensitivity analyses, we excluded patients with cyanotic heart disease and repeated the analyses for desaturation and severe desaturation. We also separately completed a sensitivity analysis for desaturation and severe desaturation outcomes in the cohort of TIs with SpO2 ≥ 90 % after pre-oxygenation.
Results
Of 3382 TIs, 2080 (65 %) were for acute respiratory failure and direct laryngoscopy was utilized (Fig. 1) . The median age was 1 year (IQR: 0-5) and the median weight of the patients was 9.8 kg (IQR: 5-19.5), shown in Table 1 Desaturation (SpO 2 < 80 %) and severe desaturation (SpO 2 < 70 %) were commonly observed in this study cohort (27 and 21 % of all TIs respectively). On univariate analysis, there was an increase in proportion of patients with desaturations (SpO 2 < 80 %) with increasing number of TI attempts (Table 3) . Compared to 202/1256 (16 %) that experienced desaturations in the '1 attempt' group, 180/503 (36 %) and 179/321 (56 %) in the '2 attempts' and '≥ 3 attempts' After adjusting for patient factors (age, history of difficult airway, and upper airway obstruction), compared to '1 attempt' , the odds of developing desaturations increased with increasing number of attempts ['2 attempts' , OR 2.9 (95 % CI: 2.3-3.7, p < 0.001) and '≥3 attempts' , OR 6.5 (95 % CI:5.0-8.5), p < 0.001)] ( Table 5 ). The odds of adverse TIAE also increased with increasing number of attempts ['2 attempts' , OR 3.7 (95 % CI: 2.9-4.9, p < 0.001) and '≥ 3 attempts' , OR (5.5, 95 % CI: 4.1-7.4), p < 0.001)]. Desaturation is defined as lowest pulse oximetry <80 % in patients with pulse oximetry >80 % after pre-oxygenation b
Severe desaturation is defined as lowest pulse oximetry <70 % in patients with pulse oximetry >70 % after pre-oxygenation c TIAE denotes tracheal intubation associated events Table 4 Description of tracheal intubation associated events Note: If the patient had more than one course before successful intubation (e.g., switch from direct laryngoscopy approach to laryngeal mask airway), then only the first course was included for analysis. Therefore there were patients who had one attempt but still had an esophageal intubation . A sensitivity analysis for desaturation and severe desaturation excluding patients with cyanotic heart disease produced similar results (results not shown). Similarly a sensitivity analysis with a limited the cohort with TIs with SpO2 ≥ 90 % after pre-oxygenation yielded similar results (Table 3, footnote) .
Discussion
This multicenter study investigated the association between number of TI attempts and clinical outcomes in the PICU, accounting for patient characteristics previously associated with adverse events. We demonstrated that an increasing number of TI attempts in children with acute respiratory failure were associated with increased occurrence of desaturations, adverse TIAEs, and severe TIAEs. Desaturation (<80 %) was commonly observed in a quarter of the patients during TIs. The odds of desaturations increased approximately 3-and 6-fold with 2 attempts and ≥3 attempts of TIs, respectively. Adverse TIAEs were also observed in 19 % of patients undergoing TIs. The occurrences of any TIAE and severe TIAE were directly associated with increased number of attempts. Our study adds strength to the current evidence in the medical literature that multiple TI attempts in critically ill children are associated with adverse clinical outcomes, even after accounting for patient characteristics such as age, history of difficult airway, and upper airway obstruction. In particular, our study focused on a unique cohort of children at high risk for desaturation during TIs. Patients with acute respiratory failure often have limited tolerance to apneic time (i.e., the time span without spontaneous ventilation, or positive pressure ventilation provided by an airway provider) which is required for the TI procedure. Therefore those children are perceived as particularly high risk for acute desaturation and physiological instability (hypotension, bradycardia) during a TI procedure. Our study was the first multi-center effort to quantify the impact of multiple attempts on this high risk pediatric population.
In critically ill adults, repeated TI attempts are associated with increased complications. In a seminal study of 2833 adults, ≥3 attempts in TI was associated with a 14-fold increased risk of severe desaturation (SpO 2 < 70 %) and seven-fold increased risk for cardiac arrest [7] . Similar to these findings in adults, our findings add to the growing evidence that in critically ill children, multiple TI attempts are associated with worse clinical outcomes, including cardiac arrest (Table 4) . In a previous singlecenter study of 137 TIs performed outside the operating room over a two-year period in a tertiary pediatric hospital, investigators reported complications in 56 (41 %) TI encounters [12] . Complications that were recorded in this study included desaturations, hypotension, bradycardia, vomiting and esophageal intubation. In that investigation, it was demonstrated that ≥3 attempts at intubation was an independent risk factor for complications (OR 2.3, 95 % CI: 1.3-4.3). Of note, the proportion requiring ≥3 attempts [20/137(15 %)] was similar to the proportion requiring ≥3 attempts [321/2080 (15 %)] in our investigation. While this study provided preliminary data on the risks associated with multiple TI attempts at a single center, our investigation of a large, multi-center cohort of patients (n = 2080) allowed us to precisely quantify the association of immediate clinical outcomes with number of TI attempts. In another prospective study conducted in Table S1 OR denotes odds ratio, CI denotes confidence interval a TIAE denotes adverse Tracheal Intubation Associated Events a tertiary pediatric emergency department involving 71 TIs, >1 attempt was demonstrated to be associated with higher risk of adverse events (OR 7.7. 95 % CI: 2.0-26.5) [11] . In addition, a study that specifically examined TI in 105 pediatric trauma patients (with 151 TI attempts) reported that the risk of airway complication was 2.5-fold higher in children who required >1 attempt at TI [17] . The investigators demonstrated that multiple TIs were also associated with increased transport time, longer hospital length of stay and lower discharge Glasgow Coma Scale scores. However, not all studies involving TIs in children have reported increased risk with increasing TI attempts. A separate study that reported a similar proportion of TIs involving ≥3 attempts [36/281 (13 %)] did not demonstrate a significant association in the frequency of TIAEs between 1 attempt and >1 attempt groups [11/190 (6 %) vs. 10/91(11 %) respectively, p = 0.146]. This investigation was performed in a very different setting of a mixed adult-pediatric population in 13 emergency departments in Korea [10] , which may suggest that different clinical areas with different spectrums of patient population may have an impact on the risk of TIAEs with increased number of attempts. Another interesting finding in this investigation was the difference in the median age of patients across the three groups of TI attempts ( Table 1 ). Patients that required ≥3 attempts were younger compared to the other two groups. This association between age of patient and number of TI attempts indicates that younger patients will be more likely to require multiple TI attempts. Our finding is congruent with findings from other studies that focused specifically on infants. In a study involving 203 infants in five tertiary neonatal intensive care units, investigators examined the characteristics of TIs over a one year period [18] . In contrast to our data where more than half of our patients required only 1 attempt, their study reported a higher number of attempts to establish a secure airway; 60/203 (30 %) required two attempts and 69/203 (34 %) required ≥3 attempts [18] . Unfortunately, this study did not report the incidence of desaturation or TIAEs with increasing number of TI attempts. Our findings in conjunction with the existing literature focusing on the younger age spectrum in pediatrics suggest that younger age is associated with higher risk of requiring multiple attempts in TIs and as such, higher risk for desaturation and adverse TIAEs.
In our study, pediatric residents were the first attempt provider more often in TIs requiring ≥3 attempts. This suggests the choice of first attempt provider may be an important modifiable factor to decrease number of TI attempts and related desaturation and adverse TIAEs [14, 16, 19] . To facilitate TI, sedation and neuromuscular blockade are often used. We did not find any association between the commonly used sedative drugs (e.g., fentanyl, midazolam) and number of TI attempts (Table 2) . Neuromuscular blockade were used in a large majority [1920/2080 (92 %) ] of the TI attempts in our study. We did not find any association between the use of neuromuscular blockade and number of TI attempts (Table 2) . In an adult study involving 454 critically ill patients in two adult ICUs, the investigators reported a difference in the proportion of patients requiring "1 attempt" for successful TI with the use of neuromuscular blockade as compared to those without (85 % vs. 78 %, p = 0.047) [20] . Furthermore, this study demonstrated that neuromuscular blockade was associated with reduced risk of hypoxemia (OR 0.52, 95 % CI: 0.28-0.97) and complications (OR 0.29, 95 % CI: 0.11-0.78) during TI attempts.
Our study must be interpreted in the context of the limitations. Our primary aim focused on investigating the association between number of TI attempts and adverse clinical outcomes, accounting for 3 important patient characteristics previously associated with desaturation and adverse events: age, history of difficult airway, and upper airway obstruction. We acknowledge that there are other factors, in addition to TI attempts, that predispose a critically ill child to adverse clinical outcomes during the process of TI. We attempted to control for known confounders, however, we were not able to control for other important clinical covariates such as severity scores, as these data were not collected consistently across all sites in the database. We also recognize that the definition of desaturation and severe desaturation is somewhat arbitrary, although we established the definition in this investigation a priori based on previously published literature [7, 16, 21, 22] . Using these definitions, our primary analysis, along with a more restrictive sensitivity analysis, demonstrated a clear and strong association between number of attempts and desaturation. We also recognize the definitions for our secondary outcomes: adverse TIAEs and severe TIAEs were a priori developed by the NEAR4KIDS expert consensus, and each component may not have equal impact on patient outcomes. Therefore the results reported in this study are sensitive to the definitions. For example, when esophageal intubations with immediate recognition were removed from TIAE definition, the odds ratio for adverse TIAEs events attenuated from 3.7 to 1.6 (Table 5, Additional file 2: Table S1 ). Another limitation is the self-reported nature of the NEAR4KIDs database. There is a possibility of underreporting in the occurrence and degree of desaturation and adverse TIAEs, even though we attempted to limit this by ensuring complete capture of data with site specific compliance plans. Future studies with monitor waveform analysis may be able to address this issue by providing further detailed information regarding apneic time during TI attempts and effectiveness of rescue breaths after failed attempts. Another potential limitation is that the centers included in this database are largely academic medical centers and despite the multi-center, collaborative effort, the sites involved are not necessarily representative of all PICUs in North America or Asia Pacific. It is possible that generalizability of our findings to other PICUs may be somewhat limited.
Building on results provided by other investigators and our study team, we recognize the following points regarding TI in critically ill children: 1. Provider experience and status (e.g., residents, fellows and attendings) have an impact on first attempt and overall TI success [10, 11, 14] ; 2. Risk of TIAEs is reduced with increasing experience of the initial provider [17] ; 3. An increasing number of TI attempts is associated with increased risk of desaturations and TIAEs [10] ; and 4. Children with difficult airways have a higher incidence of TIAEs during TI attempts [23] . Given these considerations, identification of which patients are safe and suitable for trainees to perform first TI attempt is of great importance to balance the need for training with patient safety. Currently several pediatric ICUs have implemented TI safety quality improvement bundle interventions to 1. Identify patients at risk for TIAEs and multiple attempts, 2. Generate a thoughtful airway management plan ahead of time, 3. Exercise a 'timeout' immediately before TI using a checklist, and 4. Conduct post TI procedure debriefing to identify strengths and room for improvement in technical skills and communication [24] . This ongoing quality improvement intervention aims to reduce adverse TIAE rates and multiple attempts. Cumulative evidence to date also sets the stage for future interventions (e.g., passive oxygen administration during TI attempts, [25] effective bag-mask ventilation for pre-oxygenation using real-time feedback system) to prevent severe desaturation when multiple TI attempts are required or anticipated.
Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated that an increasing number of TI attempts were independently associated with desaturation and adverse TIAEs in critically ill children with acute respiratory failure. Thoughtful selection of the initial intubating provider and optimizing intubating condition are important considerations to maximize the chance for first attempt success in order to optimize patient safety. 
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